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XProtect®

Corporate
VMS: Video Management Software

XProtect Corporate is open platform
IP VMS designed for large-scale and
high-security deployments. Its single
management interface enables
efficient administration of the
surveillance system, including all
cameras and security devices, regardless
of the system’s size or if it is distributed
across multiple sites. XProtect
Corporate features advanced video
grooming functions and encryption
capabilities that help organizations
reduce video storage costs, while
ensuring the integrity of video
evidence and compliance with
industry and federal regulations.

Distributed,
multi-site
surveillance

XProtect®
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XProtect®
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Why XProtect Corporate?
XProtect Corporate is the ideal
solution if an organization:
•	Needs a surveillance system that
can expand
•	Has multiple sites that need to be
managed from a central location
•	Needs to protect video integrity
and prevent unauthorized viewing
and tampering
•	Is looking for cost-effective solutions
for long-term video storage
XProtect Corporate benefits
Manage your installation’s
lifecycle at your own pace
Our modular approach to building a
surveillance system lets you optimize
individual components when it makes
sense for your organization, and without
having to upgrade the entire system
at once.
Get the most out of your
server hardware
XProtect Corporate is the most efficient
VMS on the market, enabling you to
run more cameras per recording server
and letting you select the hardware that
meets your budget and requirements.

Product facts

Ensure video integrity
From the moment video is captured,
XProtect Corporate helps you
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Fully-integrated
video wall

guarantee its integrity and
authenticity. Advanced user rights
management ensures that only
authorized personnel can access live
and recorded video. Lock video
recordings that you need for
investigations, preventing them
from being deleted or overwritten.
You can also encrypt and digitally sign
exported video to confirm that it has
not been tampered with or altered.

•	Get an on-the-scene update from
first responders, who can send live
video back to the control room via
Milestone Mobile
•	Bookmark important video
sequences for post-incident
investigations
•	Quickly sort through hours of
recordings by running metadatabased motion searches or using
thumbnails of video sequences

Use cost-efficient methods for
long-term video storage
XProtect Corporate helps you reduce
storage costs and make the best use of
network storage capacity with its
multi-stage video storage and video
grooming capabilities.

In control of your installation
When your business requires
uninterrupted video surveillance, you
need to be able to identify potential
issues before they impact your
installation. XProtect Corporate
provides a number of ways to improve
system reliability and minimize
downtime.
•	Stay on top of available storage
space with predictive video
retention warnings
•	Balance the load on recording
servers in real-time, without
disrupting video recording
•	Ensure uninterrupted video
recording with failover recording
and edge storage support
•	Get a real-time overview of system
performance with system
monitoring tools

Built for quick incident response
XProtect Corporate includes a number of
tools that improve operators’ situational
awareness, enabling them to make
well-informed decisions.
•	Quickly locate incidents using
interactive maps
•	Coordinate response activities in the
control room by sharing alarms,
images, video and other information
using the integrated video wall
solution, XProtect® Smart Wall

Supports XProtect add-on products
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Find out more:
milestonesys.com/xprotect_corporate
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